UVGI Decontamination Chambers
“Star Chamber II” and
“Star Chamber IV”
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1. UVGI Decontamination Chamber Overview
A small group of citizens from Frederick Maryland came together in April 2020 to create a UVC decontamination device for N95 masks to deal
with the ongoing critical shortage of PPE including N95 FFR.
Purpose: to make available a design that is effective, mobile, practical to use, inexpensive and relatively easily constructed from readily available
sources worldwide.
We realize that this design is not perfect, but we want to get it out there to help alleviate the current critical shortage of N95 masks. We hope to
inspire others to improve on our design and share openly their innovations without profit in mind.

2. Background
Ultraviolet germicidal irradiation (UVGI)/decontamination and other technologies have been studied to mitigate the risks associated with reuse
of N95 masks during times of critical shortage. The reuse of contaminated masks or the use of unfitted “one size fits all” N95 masks without
proper face seal are suboptimal strategies risking self-inoculation and primary infection through inadequate filtration respectively.
To date, emergency use authorizations (EUA) from the FDA have been granted to several systems using Vaporized Hydrogen Peroxide (VHP) and
other similar technologies for N95 mask decontamination but there are very significant costs as well as logistical issues and limitations related to
use all of these devices as spelled out in their EUA(s).
UVC (254 nm) germicidal irradiation has been used for over three decades in air, water and surface applications. Its use in decontamination of
masks and other PPE has a large and rapidly growing body of literature.
Dr. John Lowe and colleagues at Nebraska Medicine (UNMC), a premiere BSL level 4 lab, has made available for general consideration their well
referenced protocol for UVGI of N95 masks. UNMC utilizes a dedicated UVC reflective room with twin UVC towers. The masks are strung
perpendicular to the line between the towers. They validated 6 log reductions of viral and bacterial surface contamination at 60 and 300 mJ/cm2.
SARS- CoV –2 and similar viruses are very sensitive to UVC irradiation possibly as low as 2 –5 mJ/cm2. (1)
https://www.nebraskamed.com/sites/default/files/documents/covid-19/n-95-decon-process.pdf?date=03262020
The most comprehensive study of UVGI for N95 mask decontamination, which we are aware of, was conducted by Applied Research Associates
(ARA.com). They addressed virtually all issues related to UVGI of N95 masks including adequate dosing levels, effects of UVGI on mask filtration

and fit as well as attitudes of both individuals and focus groups from small, medium and large urban hospitals towards decontamination options.
The FDA funded, ARA evaluation found a 6 log reduction of surrogate, and more UVC resistant pathogens relative to viruses similar to SARS-CoV
–2, at a surface dose of 1,000 mJ/cm 2. Additionally, they demonstrated that mask function and fit was not affected through 20 cycles at 1
Joule/cm 2 or a total dose of 20 Joule/cm2/ per mask for most, but not all masks. They noted that mechanical degradation related to act of
donning and doffing in a control was likely more important than UVGI related problems of reuse.
https://www.ara.com/sites/default/files/MitigateShortageofRespiratoryProtectionDevices_2.pdf
N95Decon has excellent updated discussions on the most currently viable strategies for N95 FFR decontamination.
https://www.n95decon.org/

3. UVGI cabinet /“Star Chamber II”/ “Star Chamber IV”
Our initial two lamp system “Star Chamber II” design costs about $900 in parts while the four lamp design “Star Chamber IV” costs about $1400.
The designs require a 110/120 volt circuit and two or four low pressure mercury UVC bulbs.
The cabinet is portable allowing “point of service” application which simplifies logistics related to the transport of contaminated masks and
simplifies the process of mask retention for the healthcare workers; both of these design attributes were “strongly preferred “by frontline
workers for the design of optimal decontamination systems as noted in the extensive ARA surveys. (see link)
The two lamp design, utilizing the easily sourced components, simultaneously delivers over 34 m J/cm2 per minute to both sides of the most
distant portions of the masks.
The two lamp design requires a 30 minute decontamination cycle will deliver to over 1 Joule/cm2 to all portions of N95 masks tested if the
position of the masks is shifted.
The four lamp design will deliver that same dose over an 8 minute cycle without the need for repositioning of the masks.

Independent testing of the four lamp design has been performed by ECRI, a nonprofit research organization focused on improving the safety,
quality, and cost-effectiveness of healthcare. Results are expected to be published by them and linked to this document in early June.

The masks load quickly and easily on wire hangers suspended from the movable “vertical blind” racks. The mask hangers suspend the masks mid
chamber for both designs.
Up to twenty one masks can be loaded per cycle.
Conical or “Duck Bill “shaped N95 are more problematic for UVGI decontamination but can be positioned to allow irradiation of the inside of the
masks if careful attention to mask placement is made.
If fully staffed, the four lamp unit (“Star Chamber IV”) can decontaminate over 2,000 masks per day at a dose of 1 J/cm2.
UVC irradiation requires “line of sight” for effective treatment. Although the two lamp design offers relatively uniform presentation of the masks
to the UVC light we tilt the masks about 10 degrees at 10 and 20 minutes into the thirty minute treatment cycle to “unmask” the shadowed
portion of the strap on the hanger and provide more consistent irradiation dosing of all mask surfaces.
Repositioning of masks is not required with the improved geometry of the four lamp design.
We recommend mirroring the UNMC protocol for collection, storage and handling of the contaminated masks including marking of each mask
before and after sterilization. Please see the excellent written and pictorial instructions from UNMC at link provided above.
We recommend treating all masks as if still contaminated with attention to proper hand hygiene before and after donning. As there is some
uncertainty regarding decontamination of the elastic straps treating the straps secondarily with Virex or similar disinfectant is advised by some
groups.
As per CDC recommendations, a successful seal check is required prior to use of all new and decontaminated N95 respirators.
Radiometric evaluation to confirm expected dosing on test mask positions immediately after set up and optimally with each cycle is strongly
recommended. Access to dosimetry cards or a dedicated UVC meter is critical to ensure adequate dosing and stability of your UVGI system over
time.
Dosing can be easily and accurately assessed inexpensively with dosimetry cards. Attach a small segment of a commercially available dosimetry
cards (below) to the N95 masks with double sided tape to measure the cumulative dose delivered to at that particular spot of a mask following
exposure. As dosing is scalable, if a ten minute cycle time results in 500 mJ/cm2 then a twenty minute cycle will double the dose.
Dosimetry cards:
1. UVDI Dose Verify: https://www.uvdi.com/healthcare/uv-dose-verify/
2. Intellego UVC Dosimeters: http://intellego-technologies.com/hospital/

Alternatively, a dedicated UVC meter may be used however meters have a learning curve and are moderately expensive.
Measured UV-C irradiance, exposure time must be calculated to meet or exceed a UV-C dose of 1.0 J/cm2 for all surfaces of each N95.
Dose (J/cm2) equals irradiance (W/cm2) multiplied by exposure time (s). UV-C dosing should ideally be validated with every decontamination
cycle to ensure adequate dosing. Placing four sections of a dosimetry card at critical locations to sure all lamps are operational is advised.
At a minimum, UVC units should be evaluated periodically (e.g., daily, after a set number of cycles). Applied Research Associates report on UV-C
decontamination and the related Mills et al. 2018 study (including viral inactivation studies) reported the use of an ILT-1254/W radiometer.”
Source N95Decon

4. Disclaimer
This design and system is not FDA approved and does not have an EUA for use during the coronavirus pandemic.
Use of this design, or any of the design elements, is the sole responsibility of the healthcare providers.
UVC radiation can cause significant corneal, lens, retinal and skin damage. At no time should one look at an energized UVC lamp.
Some masks may have more challenging geometry for exposure and some sources advise treating the elastic straps with Virex or similar agent.
We do not endorse any particular vendor and only offer a parts list as an option.
UV lamps are not uniform in output. Irradiation in the UVC range is the critical (not UVA/UVB). Careful evaluation to a UVC lamp’s specifications
is required if substituted. Care should be made to ensure that your lamps do not produce energy at higher energy levels as ozone can be
produced.
The authors and contributors to this document and the COVID-19 Healthcare Coalition and its members (for the purposes of this section, are
collectively referred to as the “Coalition”) provide this document for informational purposes only. Please note that the information contained
herein, including the proposed system design, is not FDA approved and the Coalition provides this information ON AN “AS IS” BASIS ONLY
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
ACCURACY, NONINFRINGEMENT OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COALITION BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES, OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF, OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS DOCUMENT, THE PROPOSED DESIGN, OR ANY SYSTEM COMPONENTS REFERENCED HEREIN.
Use of the information in this document, or any of the system components and design elements contained herein, should be at the sole and
individual discretion of professional healthcare providers.

5. Thoughts and Desires
It is very likely that a EUA will be granted to a UVGI decontamination system during this pandemic.
It is our hope that this design, or another UVGI system will be successfully advanced to the FDA with the required viral/bacterial testing and
mask degradation studies. This may assuage the fears of some in the medical community who demand that.
We hope that there will be more affordable solutions made available for this problem as we move through this and towards the inevitable next
pandemic.

Peter Kremers MD
Kyle Thomas
Eric Couch/ INPRO Technologies INC.
Luke Markey/ ShieldCo
Chris Norbury/Holtzople Heating and Air

1)Chun-Chieh Tseng & Chih-Shan Li (2007) Inactivation of Viruses on Surfaces by Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation, Journal of Occupational and
Environmental Hygiene, 4:6, 400-405, DOI: 10.1080/15459620701329012
Please see the extensive bibliographies found at provided links to N95ECON, UNMC and ARA.com
Contact: PeteKremers@comcast.net

6. Tools
Pliers
Wire cutters
Drills with assorted steel bits
Step bit
Impact Driver
Measuring Tape
Marking device (Pen, Pencil)
Hack Saw
Press Break (bending reflective aluminum)
Pop rivet tool
Zip ties

7. Required Materials and Hardware
For
Main Housing

Item
26 Gauge Sheet Metal

Vendor
Local HVAC
Supply

Inner Reflective Chamber

48” x 48” 95% polished reflective Aluminum

INPRO
technologies
and others

UVC Ballast

Pentair – 20105-MV

Pentair

Quantity
1

Total
$60

2

$150

2/4

$300/600

UVC Light

Pentair – FL-2998-IP

Pentair

Mask Rack

Teks #8 3/4 in. External Hex Flange Hex-Head SelfDrilling Screws (180-Pack)
Model #21312

Mask Rack
Mask Rack
Mask Rack

Mask Rack

Mask Rack
Timer

Making UVC access hole
Steel Rivets
Teks screws/metal
Cabinet Door Latch
Safety Light
Main Housing
Safety “Deadman” Switch

2/4

$180/$360

Home Depot

1

$15

Everbilt 2-1/4 in. 3-Key Ring Carabiner
Model #41184

Home Depot

1

$8

Everbilt 72 in. Reflective Rod in Orange
Model #31674
Hampton Bay 53 in. W Head Rail for 3-1/2 in.
Vertical Blind in White
Model #10793478808557
Everbilt 3/16 in. x 2 in. Zinc-Plated Steel Eye Bolts
with Nuts (2-Pack)
Model #816691
Wire for hanging masks
Intermatic 20 Amp 60-Minute Indoor In-Wall Spring
Wound Countdown Timer, White
Model #SW60MWK

Home Depot

3

$1

Home Depot

3

$12

Home Depot

2

$60

Home Depot
Home Depot

1
1

$3
$25

Steel Step Bit
For mounting mask racks
1” Mask Racks
Sash latch/Gate House #0265626
Any small plug in lamp
Aluminum Tape - 20 feet of 3” wide tape
Rotary, Roller Lever General Purpose Limit Switch
12T937 https://www.grainger.com/product/DAYTONRotary-12T937

Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Home Depot
Grainger

1
100
50
1
1
1
1

$14
$15
$9
$10
$14
$50
$59

8. Fabrication Instructions
Successful UVGI disinfection is a combination of a few different factors
Strength of UVGI light produced
Distance of item being disinfected from origination or reflection of UVGI light
Time
Direct line of sight from origination or reflection of UVGI
The following process as designed and fabricated will emit 1 Joule/cm2 of energy on “line of sight” surfaces from the origination or reflection of
the UVGI bulb over a 30 minute period for two lamp design.

1. Main Inputs into the UVGI Decontamination Chamber
1. UVGI Light Bulbs/Ballast
Pentair – FL-2998-IP
Pentair – 20105-MV
1)

(https://pentairaes.com/media/docs/05_Pentair_Aquaculture_Master_Catalog_40th_edition_Disinfection_lowres.pdf)

2. Main Housing

23” x 23” x 60”

Standard HVAC Sheet Metal

It is ideal if you can fabricate a door that slides vertically
on the front and optionally at the back of the housing as
well. This rear door will allow for easier installation and
servicing of the parts of the decontamination unit.

3. Reflection Chamber
95% reflective aluminum

4. Mask Racks
3 Hampton Bay 3.5” Vertical Blind

53” wide

5. Timer & Plug
Intermatic Timer
Standard Plug
(2 lamp design)

2. Fabrication of Main Housing
Estimated cost, material, and time
2 sheets of sheet metal for cabinet & end caps- $60
approximately 14' of 3" wide aluminum tape- $50
2' of S-slip-$5
Labor for sheet metal technician to bend, brake, cross brake, and assemble the cabinet-$200 (approximately 2 hours +/- 30 minutes
Although our design uses a single front access door that slides vertically a back access panel would allow for easier installation of the posterior
hardware within the decontamination unit.
All edges and rivets holes should be covered with HVAC tape to stop UV light from escaping the chamber.

3. Fabrication of Reflection Chamber
For the Reflection Chamber, we are going to use 95% reflective aluminum.
We will start with two pieces of the reflective material at 48” by 48”.
Top Reflector
Measure on the reflective part the following dimensions. Draw a line from top to bottom.
Using a Press Break, bend at each of the measurements approximately 36degrees. Make sure the bends are in the direction so that the reflective
side is turning towards itself.
The numbers 1,2,3,4 correspond to the order in which the material should be bent.

Prior to Bending

After Bending

Bottom Reflector
Repeat the process for the Bottom Reflector, but using the following measurements.

Prior to Bending

After Bending

4. Installation of Mask Racks onto Top Reflection Panel
Take the “Mask Rack” and mount one to the right hand size of the
reflector and one to the left.
The edge of the mask rack should be ~1.75” from the top bend.

5. Installation of Reflection Chamber into Main Housing
Take the Top Reflector (48” long) and center it in the main housing (60” long). You will have approximately 6” from the end of the reflector to
the end of the main housing. We will attach the Top Reflector to the top of the Main Housing. Starting 1” in from the edge of the Top Reflector,
drill through the Top Reflector and Main Housing. Place a fastener (rivets or bolts) every 8-10” along the top of the housing.
Now attach the left side of the reflector to the left side of the main housing. Repeat for the right side with the same fasteners every 8-10”.

Now do the same for the Bottom Reflector.
Install center mask rack through reflective tube and housing in the center of the top bend of the top reflector.

6. Installation of Brackets for UV Lights
Install the bottom “U” brackets first. The bulb (including the red protective caps) is ~45” long. We are going to center the bulb over the reflector.
In order to do so, we mount the U brackets 1.5” in from the edge of the reflector on both sides. These will be mounted directly in the center of
the width of the main housing and reflector, about 11.5” in from the side (since the main housing is 23” wide).
Run a bolt through each “U” bracket so the UV bulb has a place to sit and will remain elevated off of the bottom “U” bracket.

Install the “L” brackets in the top of the housing. The “L” part that is hanging down should be in the center of the “main housing” (11.5” in from
the edge. The “L” bracket should be facing to the left. (The mask rack is going to be installed directly to the right of this “L” bracket. These will
be directly above the “U” brackets.

7. Installation of the Mask Racks
1. Unpack all materials.
2. Remove the key rings from the carabineer.
3. Using pliers, gently remove the metal bracket holding the pull
wand from the 3 blinds.

4. Measure and mark each fiberglass 72” reflective rod to 53”
with the hack saw. Be sure to make your cut towards the
pointy end, preserving the end with the end cap.
5. Measure and mark one inch in from the cut on center of the
fiberglass rods.
6. Choose the appropriate bit that is the size just larger than the
key ring width and drill out each rod on the mark.
7. Thread each rod with the key ring to the bracket where the
pull wand used to exist through the hole.

8. If completed correctly, the end result should resemble this:

9. Drill out three holes slightly larger than the Teks screw
diameter in between the middle track of the blind in the
front, middle, and rear of the blind frame. These holes will be
used to assist the Teks screws to mounting the track to
reflective interior material.
10. Be sure to install the tracks based on the photo below and on
center of the middle panel and two inches from the edge of
each middle angled seam.

11. If done correctly the final product will look like this:

12. Lastly take the plyers and open the eye bolts into a hook
shape, drill out the reflective material with a bit slightly larger
than the bolt width slightly to the side of each track as seen
above. Install the hooks and tighten the nuts completely.
13. The rods should rest easily on these hooks but should be
secured in the event the unit is in transport as they may fall
and potentially damage the UV-C bulb below during transit.

14. Make 21 “S” hooks from 16 gauge metal wire.
The hooks which hang down from the “Mask Racks” should be
approximately 6” long, positioning the masks in the middle of the
decontamination chamber. Wrap tape or place small plastic or
metal end caps placed on bottom of the wire hooks to dull them
preventing possible puncture of masks or gloves during loading
and unloading of the masks.

8. Installation of UVGI Bulbs
The bulbs should be installed so that the wiring is towards the front
of the main housing.
Attach the top bulb to the “L” bracket with a 1.5 “ring as shown.
Make sure to hang the bulb only from the red plastic end and not the
quartz tube.

Place the bottom bulb on the “U” bracket with metal wire between
the arms to support the plastic end of lamp.
Secure the red plastic cap to bracket or supporting rings with
aluminum tape to prevent sliding of the UVC bulbs.

In the two lamp version of the design the bulbs are at the 12 o’clock
and 6 o’clock position.

Star Chamber IV - Four lamp design
Cabinet and reflector as with 2 lamp design
Four bulbs with the lamps mounted as shown on right.
The top lamps are positioned 1” lateral to the lateral top “mask
racks” and at the lower lamps at the bevels of the bottom reflector as
well. (Image right)
The top lamps are suspended from (4) larger 2” X 3” “L” shaped
brackets using 1.5 “lock rings as shown. (see additional pictures
below)
The bottom lamps are suspended from (4) smaller 1.5 “X 1.5
“brackets with steel lock rings.
The brackets are mounted to the internal reflector with two 5/32
steel rivets.
The plastic ends of the UVC bulbs in both designs are positioned on
the rings and secured with reflective HVAC duct tape to prevent
movement of the bulbs on the mounting rings.
Note**The UVC lamp glass and wires should not contact the metal
rings or metallic tape.
The geometry of the four UVC lamps obviates the need to reposition
the masks during the decontamination cycle and reduces the total
cycle time to 8 minutes.
Added cost is approximately $500 for the additional lamps, lamp
ballast and hardware.
A safety/dead man switch is installed as depicted in the images
below.

9. Electrical Wiring and Timer
Run each of the electrical cords over to the bottom of the left side of the main housing. Drill holes with a step bit. The threaded portion of the
ballast wire protector is placed from the outside of cabinet with the bushing then threaded from the inside to hold the assembly secure.
Cover all internal (within the cabinet) wiring with reflective HVAC aluminum tape to prevent degradation.
Holes in cabinet can be made with metal step bit (left)
Four lamp design mounting brackets (right):
Smaller -bottom lamp brackets (top image) and larger top lamp mounting bracket (bottom image)
1.5”diameter mounting rings through brackets to support end/plastic portion of lamps

10. Safety
Safety “energized warning light” and safety
latch at top of cabinet. If the Safety light is
“on” the access door should not be opened.
A “dead man” switch, detailed below is also
installed and wired before the timer and
lamp outlet box to cut off power to lamps if
the access door is opened.

Metal step bit (right) for making UVC ballast
access holes in exterior cabinet

Two lamp design:
Cabinet access (left)
Timer, two outlet box and plugs (right)

Top and bottom handles of access door for
both two and four bulb designs.

Four lamp UVC lamp access configuration
front left corner of chamber.

Four lamp design timer and 5 outlet
adapter with container for lamp ballasts
(4 plugs for UVC ballasts and one for the
safety light indicator).

Safety “dead man switch” cuts power to all
UVC lamps if the access door to the
chamber is opened.
With screws, secure the Rotary Roller Lever
(right)General Purpose Limit Switch (right)
to a 5 inch 2 “X 4 “ .Secure the assembly to
the cabinet at the lower right front corner
of the chamber.
The wire cabling from the switch is wired
through the chamber to the junction box
before the timer.
When the “access door” is closed, the lever
arm is depressed closing the circuit allowing
the UV light bulbs to turn on once the timer
is activated.
If the door is open, the circuit to the UVC
lamps will be opened, automatically
shutting off power to the unit.

Commented [pk1]:

Construct a simple wooden frame of 2 X 4 ‘s in the
front of chamber as shown.

After securing the safety switch to a 5 inch piece of 2
X 4, fasten the assembly to the cabinet with 1 inch
screws drilled through the cabinet wall.

Mark and notch the bottom right transverse member of wooden frame to allow the switch
assembly and lever arm to move forward and straddle the cabinet phalange.
Then mark and notch the corresponding metal phalange of cabinet with a metal blade/ jig saw.
Glue and screw the wooden frame members together and then secure the frame to the metal
cabinet with flathead screws.
Tape the frame with aluminum reflective tape.
Darken the room, energize the lamps and check for light leakage from the cabinet. Seal any
light leaks with tape or other materials as needed.

9. Procedure for Use of Two and Four Lamp Design
1) Make sure machine is off/safety light on top is “off”
2) Slide open the end of the Decontamination Chamber
3) Pull the mask rack rods out of the main housing, bringing
all of the metal mask hooks to within reach
4) Load the metal mask hooks with the masks
5) First load the masks in a horizontal fashion

6) Push the rods into the main housing, until all the masks
are suspended evenly throughout the chamber.

7) Close the door to the main housing
8) Turn the timer to 10 minutes for 2 lamp design
9) At the end of 10 minutes, adjust the orientation of the
masks so they have a 10 degree tilt

10) Close the door and set the timer to 10 minutes
11) At the end of 10 minutes, readjust the masks so they are
hanging at a 10 degree tilt the opposite direction as they
were before

12) For the two lamp design with repositioning of the masks
over 30 minutes, you will have exposed all portions of the
mask to 1 Joule/cm2

13) For the four lamp design a 8 minute cycle time delivers
1 J/cm2 dose without need to reposition the masks.

